Gallery Hire

The Glucksman
UCC

An award-winning
venue
“The building sits in a key position close
to the entrance of University College
Cork. On two sides it has a civic role in
addressing the university and city
beyond, on the other two a completely
different, almost picturesque role, in
settling into an important mature
landscape.”

RIBA Judges statement

The GLUCKSMAN is situated in the
picturesque lower grounds of University
College Cork. The stunning contemporary
architecture houses three floors of gallery
spaces, a riverside restaurant, gift shop and
a multi-functional education space.
Designed by RIBA Gold medal winners,
O'Donnell + Tuomey, the architecture of the
gallery has been awarded several prestigious
prizes including a UK Civic Trust award, a
RIBA award and UK Building Services award.

The GLUCKSMAN was opened to the
public by the President of Ireland, Mary
McAleese, on 14 October 2004. Named in
honour of one of its founding donors, the
American financier, Lewis Glucksman, the
gallery was named Best Public Building in
Ireland in June 2005.

The Glucksman
UCC

Flexible spaces
to suit your needs

"Thanks once again for making our event so
seamless and enjoyable for all. We had several
comments from delegates and clients saying how
impressed they were with the quality of service at
the Glucksman.”
The building offers several exceptional
opportunities for private hire and we can
cater for all kinds of events from intimate
gatherings to large scale corporate
entertainment.
Our versatile galleries have hosted product
launches, academic conferences, award
ceremonies, social functions, photoshoots,
school reunions, corporate receptions,
business meetings, staff workshops and
creative away days. We can help tailor the
impressive spaces to meet your specific
requirements.

The Glucksman
UCC

Support from an
experienced team

“Thank you so much for your fantastic work on
this event. The staff were the epitome of
professionalism throughout, and the event worked
superbly. Everything was managed perfectly.”
We are experienced in hosting unique
events that reflect the artistry, imagination
and distinctive character of our beautiful
spaces. Express your own vision or
collaborate with our talented staff to devise
a remarkable and original occasion.
Our knowledgeable team will assist you
every step of the way and can arrange the
catering, lighting, sound, projection and
presentation facilities you need.

The Glucksman
UCC

Professional and
inspiring events

"Thank you so much for all your input and
support over the two days, which went better
than I could ever have hoped, with many of the
team finding the gallery tour quite inspirational.”
Our galleries provide an innovative setting
to inspire your team, enthuse your clients,
and entertain your guests.
The River Room is a modern meeting space
with two large screens and online
conferencing available. Our restaurant offers
exclusive evening dining, and the striking
foyer and private outdoor areas enable us to
accommodate very large groups.
We are delighted to discuss and develop a
custom-made itinerary for your event to
incorporate exhibition tours, creative
workshops, and cultural activities.

The Glucksman
UCC
An accredited
civil marriage
venue

"Thanks so much for taking the time to help and
accommodate us so warmly for our event. You and
your team were excellent professionals and
essential for the seamless running of our event.
We really enjoyed working with you all!”

The GLUCKSMAN is proud to be an
accredited venue for civil marriages. We
would be thrilled to host your ceremony
and/or wedding reception.

Whether you want an intimate moment or a
spectacular celebration with family and
friends, the gallery will be an unforgettable
place to mark your special day.

The Glucksman
UCC
Gallery hire
information

For further information about holding your
event at the GLUCKSMAN please contact
us at hire@glucksman.org or call the gallery
at + 353 21 4901846.
Gallery 1 and Gallery 2
Capacity: 300 standing, 130 seated
River Room
Capacity: 60 standing, 40 seated
Restaurant
Capacity: 120 seated, outdoor area
Outdoors
Private terraces and lower grounds area also
available to hire for larger events.

